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76 Tennyson Road, Gladesville, NSW 2111

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Area: 112 m2 Type:

Duplex/Semi-detached
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AUCTION | CAMERON NICHOLLS

THE FACTSThis residence seamlessly combines traditional charm with contemporary luxury. The exterior showcases a

classic brick facade, complemented by a well-preserved red tiled roof and a tastefully muted front door. Within, a modern

kitchen offers pristine white cabinetry, high-end appliances and a spacious island bench top. Natural light streams in,

illuminating the space and highlighting the white subway tiles that enhance the room's brightness. Step into the

sophisticated modernity of this bathroom, with its neutral gray tiles and a frameless glass shower featuring a rainfall head

and hand-held fixture, complemented by a floating wooden vanity that offers both style and storage. Natural light streams

through a thoughtfully positioned window, enhancing the luminous, spa-like atmosphere. High-end fittings and a spacious

design transform this bathroom from a mere functional space to a personal haven of luxury and comfort.THE

LOCATIONNestled on the border of Putney/Tennyson, the property promises both peace and accessibility. With

Gladesville Public and Putney Public close by, you'll have many options for your little ones.The white picket fence that

borders the home and the vintage stone-carved mail stand evoke a sense of nostalgia and charm, characteristic of the

surroundings. While the setting offers serenity, the home is strategically positioned to ensure that amenities and city

conveniences are just a short drive away. THE KICKERA harmonious blend of style and comfort awaits potential

homeowners. Every corner of this property has been thoughtfully designed and meticulously maintained. Whether it's the

classic allure of the exterior or the modern comforts of the interior, this residence promises a lifestyle where elegance

meets functionality, making it the dream abode for discerning buyers.


